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TOR MEGIDDO
A World of Blood & Promethium
Tor Megiddo, originally one of the thousand manufacturing worlds spread
throughout the Icaros Sector. Nestled deep in the centre of Segmentum Pacificus,
it was a reliable, if somewhat lacklustre, part of the production chain that fed
the war machine of Lord High Admiral Hydraphur. Originally designed as a
multipurpose world, it soon changed as industrialisation began to consume it.
Metropolises turned into mega cities that, in turn, mutated into hive cities known
as The Golden Spires. Scornful, overpopulated and arrogant, they took on their
own rules and laws, breaking the unity of the world and turning the planetary
governor into a hollow figurehead. Regulations were broken or simply discarded –
greed consumed the rulers. The poison from the manufactoriums and haemotropic
reactors scarred the lands and, over the ensuing centuries, Tor Megiddo became a
ruinous, hollowed-out wasteland. The once self-reliant planet was now plunged into
famine.
As ash and sand claimed all beyond the hive walls, those who remained inside were
now facing mass starvation. During a decade of horror and madness the world
starved, until finally nutrition arrived from off world. The trauma that had been
inflicted upon the population was immense and few where inclined to listen to
either the Ministorum or the Administratum as they preached how blessed they
were that the Imperium sheltered them.
The machinery of the planet rumbled on again during the days and long nights
until a dark discovery was made. Deep inside the planet, oceans of raw promethium
waited. The Ministorum and the Administratum moved quickly to declare this a
holy gift from the God-Emperor – a blessed reward for the planet’s long suffering.
As the Black Thirst took hold of the planetary population, they cut deep into the
earth in search of the life-giving oil. The skies were darkened by the ever-increasing
pollution and the last remains of natural wildlife mutated in the toxic environment,
devolving into new, terrifying forms to compete for food. The oil changed all
aspects of life on Tor Megiddo. Even the Ecclesiarchy, with its millennia-old
rituals, changed into the Church of the Red Emperor; an even more blood-thirsty
sect.
For a few millennia, Tor Megiddo lived on in this fashion. Blood and oil, the
two inseparable parts of life on that bleak world. Inside the Golden Spires life
had stagnated into meaningless rituals and traditions. Outside tribes, septs and
warbands competed for access to the life-giving promethium. Those who controlled
the wells controlled the world. The spirers fought genocidal warfare upon the
wastelanders, who returned with destructive attacks of their own. The Yaike Yaike
tribes were at the frontline of the war and, when the spirers finally succumbed and
broke down into anarchy, their thirst for blood soon turned within.
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THE CALL OF GREED
All is ash and sand; the rusting remains of war and the machines of god. The
burning red sun eats away at flesh and sanity alike. The desolate plains boil and
the storm of war rages on.
Inside the last of the Golden Spires turmoil reigns supreme. Man eats man and
order is decaying. The iron hulks worm their way into the heavens; the desperate
and the rich ride them. This is what remains of civilization. A dying earth.
In the wild, there is anarchy as well. The Yaike Yaike tribes tear themselves apart
in ritualistic, fratricidal tunnel wars, shattering the slag mountains’ ancient blight
heaps. The lands tremble and shake from seismic warfare until, finally, the longsealed Valley of Defilement is sealed no more. Mushroom clouds of dust cover the
furious sun; long-sleeping Promethean Tower awakens screaming. Rusted engines
stir and black blood starts pumping again.
Traumatized, the Flesh Barons arose from the Promethean Tower, shocked
and terrified. Filthy scum, slavers, cannibals. From the slave pens, the great
slaughterhouse, the human cattle emerged. Fear evolved into wrath and they fell
upon their corpulent lords with ravenous fury. Fire, blood and bones. Nights of
dark pain and feasting.
As the mountains cracked and crumbled the word was spread. By failing electro
lines, by Iron Courier, by man and by satellite. The legendary seas of promethium
were now there for the taking. Monstrous greed still ruled the hearts of those left
behind; that incurable greed that had striped the world of all. The Black Thirst was
still triumphant. The need for promethium, a dark addiction.
Now they come, the mighty and the desperate, the gambler and the outlaw, the
dead and the dying. They come so that they might live for a moment more. To
feel the mad rush of road war and death again. On wheels and on tracks and on
the backs of beasts. Machines made of rubble and machines made in ages pasts.
The Engines of Destruction.
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THE RULES
In the game, we will use the rules from Warhammer

THE MACHINES

basis for Necromunda and GorkaMorka. We will not

There are three broad kinds of machines in the game:

et al. In the game, we can mostly ignore looking up

free to add one or, if reasonable, more to your gang.

40,000 2nd edition, the same rules that are also the

Fast and light, slow and strong, bikes and cavalry. Feel

bore you with repeating all the rules from Necromunda

Their profiles are shown below:

profiles and such. If a shot looks likely to succeed then it
will mostly hit on a 4+, 3+ if easy and so on. This is the
same for close combat.

THE GANGS
Build your gang with the concept of The Dozen made

Name

M

S

T

W

A

Sv

Fast

10 5

5

5

1

4+

Slow

8

6

6

2

3+

6

popular by the Pilgrym scenario. The gangs are not

made up of green recruits and scared hive dwellers,

Weapons can be freely chosen and, if you’d like to add

they are seasoned veterans. The Riders of the Storm.

any gubbinz, feel free to do so. The Attack profile shows

So, make them reliable and strong. A basic profile could

how many attacks they have when ramming.

be like this:

Bikes and cavalry have a movement of 8 and add 1 to

the toughness of the rider. As always, feel free to modify
Name

M WS BS S

T

W

I

A

Ld Sv

Drokka

4

4

1

3

1

7

4

4

4

as you please. If you feel like only bringing cavalry/bikes
then it might be a good idea to take into consideration

4+

the heavy vehicles of your opponents. If you decide to

bring more than one vehicle then please consider how it

Equipment: Autogun, knife, flak armour

might affect your power level.

Skills: Thick Skull

Equipment can be freely chosen from any game – we
trust you to make cool and appropriate choices. The
same goes for skills.

The Strange Monster of the
Burning Sands
Some have expressed an interest in bringing
some beasts that cannot be easily clarified.
Please make your own rules for them as
needed.
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DRIVING
GAS ENGINES

Before using thrusters, the player must declare that he is

All vehicles have efficient but sluggish gas engines

make a Thrust test by rolling a D6. A score of a 1 means

doing so and how far he intends to move. He must then

which are used in day-to-day travel. When you wish

the thrusters have malfunctioned in some way. A score

to move a vehicle during your movement phase you

of a 2 or more means the thrusters have fired and the

start by using the gas engine. This enables the vehicle

vehicle is boosted directly forward the desired distance.

to move up to its normal movement. After moving

If the thrusters malfunction you must make a roll against

this distance, you can decide whether to employ the

the Thruster Buster Table.

thrusters to give the vehicle extra movement. We’ll come
back to thrusters in a moment.

THRUSTER BUSTER TABLE
1 Spin

TURNS

The vehicle remains where it is but spins around

In reality, a turning vehicle describes an arc, which we

to face a random direction.

represent by a series of pivots of up to 45° to the left

2 Move D6” straight ahead and spin

or right. A vehicle can turn twice as it moves under gas

power. The vehicle begins by moving between 1” and 3”

The vehicle moves D6” straight forward and

and then pivots up to 45° about its midpoint. The vehicle

then spins as described above.

then moves between 1” and 3” and pivots again. The

3 Swerve left/right and move D6” ahead

vehicle has then completed its movement under gas

power. Although a vehicle can move up to 6” and can

The vehicle pivots 45° either to the left or the

turn twice, you will notice that it cannot move 1”, turn,

right (D6: 1-3 left, 4-6 right) and then moves

move 5” and turn again. The turns are divided equally

forward D6”.

into each half of its move. It can move 1”, turn, move

4+ Move D6” straight ahead

3” and turn, or 3” and 1”, or 3” and 3”, or 1” and 1”, and
so on. Note that a vehicle must move at least 1” before

The vehicle moves D6” straight forward before

turning, it cannot turn at all if it does not move. Astute

the thrusters give out.

players will also take note that vehicles pivot about their
midpoint rather than from their front. This makes the
turns slightly tighter and looks more convincing too.

A driver can continue to add further bursts to his move

until he fails a Thrust test. Theoretically, he could keep
on accelerating, adding 6” to his move indefinitely! In

THRUSTERS

practice, however, the engine will malfunction long

before this happens. The chance of malfunctioning

Once a vehicle has moved under its gas engine the

increases each time thrusters are used during the

driver can use thrusters. Thrusters provide short bursts

movement phase. The first time they are used the Thrust

of power which propel the vehicle forward quickly. Each

test is failed on a 1, the second time the test is failed on

burst will carry the vehicle a further 1” to 6” as the player

a 1 or 2 and, each subsequent time the thrusters are

chooses – shorter distances representing a shorter

used, they will fail on a 1, 2 or 3. Thrust tests never get

burst.
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more difficult than this – they will always work on rolls of

Having completed the thrust, take two dice and roll them

4 or more.

adding the scores together (i.e. a 2D6 roll). If the score
is equal to or less than the driver’s Leadership (Ld)

Once a thruster malfunctions the vehicle’s movement

characteristic value then he has passed the test. If the

is ended for that movement phase. The player must

score is more than the driver’s Ld then the test is failed.

then refer to the Thruster Buster Table to see what

If the test is passed then the vehicle may turn by pivoting

happens. This might result in the vehicle moving forward

up to 45°. The driver can then thrust again if he wishes.

randomly, spinning or swerving to the side.

If the test is failed the vehicle slews a further D6” straight

After failing a Thrust test a vehicle’s movement is

ahead and its movement ends for that movement phase.

finished for the turn. This does not prevent the vehicle

The driver is forced to back off the thrusters in order to

moving again in the following turn. Thrust failures

bring the vehicle back under control.

are momentary malfunctions such as vaporised fuel,
localised overheating, over-ride valves popping or

RAMMING!

blow-back from pressure building up in the engine.

Thrusters aren’t meant to be operated for more than a

Vehicles smashing into obstacles (warriors, vehicles,

few seconds at a time!

scenery) use their strength and they hit automatically.
Vehicles rammed use their toughness and save as
normal.

TURNING WITH THRUSTERS

When a vehicle has been rammed resolve the attack as

Thrusters propel a vehicle straight forward. The driver

normal and take wounds as inflicted. The defender rolls

is slammed back in his seat, arms rigid, feet planted

on the Thruster Buster Chart (treating a ‘straight forward’

firmly on the pedals, a big toothy grin plastered all over

result as away from attacker). On the defender’s next

his face. It takes all his strength just to steer in a straight

turn the vehicle is then free to move as normal.

line, let alone try to turn the vehicle. Nonetheless some
try…

CRASHING!

When moving under thrusters the driver can attempt to
turn a vehicle once at the end of each thrust move. To

Vehicles smashing into scenery must take a save or

keep control the driver must take and pass a Leadership

suffer a wound.

test. This is accomplished as follows.

ENTERING & EXITING
VEHICLES
Vehicle Warriors can enter and exit vehicles as you

please. They can board other vehicles if within 2 inches
and passes an initiative test. They can hit vehicles and

cavalry close enough (within 2”). Any cool stuff you can
come up with really.
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THE GOAL
We play for a maximum of 8 turns (this can be changed
depending on how fast the game moves).

Control the Promethean Tower
This is the big one! It will ensure you have enough fuel

to drive into the Blood Stars. Be the last one standing at
the central tower when the game ends.

Slay the Lord of Lead
The Lord of Lead, Machromonicum the 83rd, is a devout
member of the Sect of Mars. If you follow the dark paths
then he will make a glorious sacrifice. Kill the false
priest!

Capture the Loot
There are strange beasts roaming the world. Some of

flesh and some of metal. Kill them for the need of your
tribe!

The Glory of the Mind
If you want you can make up your own victory

conditions. Let Helge or Alexander know what you have
come up with.

Servo skulls & Camcorders

Lho Leaf & Lho Sticks

We like pcitures - we love pictures! But
please let your servo skull record the world
of Tor Megiddo when it is not your own
turn.

Feel free to go for a smoke, but make sure
therre is someone to roll the dice for you
if needed, and please don’t miss your own
turn.
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TOR MEGIDDO

The land shakes beneath the
fury of the storm.
The sand is drenched in
blood and oil.
Most holy Promethium, it
fills our veins with wrath.
Ride forth warlord! Blessed by
the Cog and the Bolt!
Wage war in the sun!
Can you hear the engines
starting?
Can you feel the boiling
blood?
Can you see the storm
approaching?
War in the sun

